MKM Pottery Tools
Throwing Tools
Benefits:
1)
2)
2)
3)
4)

T3A

Description of the product:

T1

All the MKM Throwing Tools™ are handmade from
beautiful hardwood and finished to resist water for a
lifetime.
Each rib head is made from the same wood, and is
attached to the handle using a stainless screw, two washers,
and a metal insert in the handle.
The rib heads can be interchanged with other MKM Ribs,
or rotated and then retightened.
These tools are made to last a lifetime and to be of the
very highest quality.
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Using the shoulder tool.
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Using T3C.

Throwing Tools
Shoulder Tool
Tall Jar Tool
Small Double Ended Throwing Tool
Medium Double Ended Throwing Tool
Large Double Ended Throwing Tool

The tall jar tool.

7 ¾ inches long.
12 inches long.
6 inches long.
13.5 inches long.
19.5 inches long.

7 different beautifully curved CocoRibs™ in one package. Each
rib is a different size or shape. All are made from a renewable
resource - coconut shells. Great for hand building and throwing.
The shapes are all ergonomic,
fun to use and work incredibly
well. Coconut shells are very
tough to begin with, but the ribs
are finished with mineral oil for
extra durability.
$16.95 per package

Low friction rib heads. Won’t torque walls.
Different sizes and shapes for different forms.
Forms the wall as desired through a very narrow
opening.
Rib heads are interchangeable and replaceable.
Made to last a lifetime.

$16.95
$16.95
$18.95
$24.95
$29.95

Optional rib attachments.

Coco Ribs™

MKM Pottery Tools
Decorating DiskTM
Benefits of the MKM Decorating DiskTM:
•
•
•
•
•

Make square, rectangular or other shaped plates quickly with ease.
Use it to guide your patterns with glaze or slip decorations.
Line up handles and spouts perfectly every time-in seconds.
Alter the rim of bowls in 3rds, quarters, whatever, and be right on.
Mark your bats and templates accurately and quickly.

MKM 15 inch Decorating Disk™

MKM DD15

$29.95

MKM DD04

$18.95

(Set of two: one odd and one even division.)

MKM 4 inch Decorating Disk™
(Set of two: one odd and one even division.)
Glazing a bowl using the MKM
Decorating Disk™

Using the MKM Decorating Disk™
to cut divots for handles.

The MKM Decorating Disk™
makes cutting square plates a cinch

Using a needle tool to mark through
the disk.

Wooden Paddles
MKM
LP1
&
LP2

LP1

LP1

LP2

LP2

$12.95

MKM
SP1
&
SP2

$10.95
SP1

L: 13 in.

W: 4 ¼ in.

Front & back views

L: 7 7/8 in.

MKM
GP

$6.95
Glaze paddle.

L: 17 ¼ in. W: 3 in.

SP1

W: 4 ½ in.

SP2

SP2

Front & back views

